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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Amanda dance

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Lambridge Ward My concerns stem from an acute awareness of the perhaps unique identity of Lambridge . We are a community that identify with a village feel
on the edge of a large city that has its own shopping area boasting many small businesses , thriving Community Hall, Theatre, several Schools and Nurseries ,
and several Churches of different denominations. To allgn us with Walcot would not serve this unique area as It Is totally different from the Inner city aspect of
Walcot. Both areas have different needs and as such ln my opinion cannot be served adequately by one ward. In partlcular, to take St Saviours Church out of
Lambridge would remove one of the main unifying points for Larkhall and Fairfield Park • St Saviours Church has been an integral part of Lambridge life since it
was built over 180 years ago. It provides an invaluable link to three schools : St Saviours Infants, St Saviours Juniors and St Marks . The Church run many
local community events alongslde It's Sunday services which Include a Falrtrade cafe and Toddler group, and hosts many community classes such as Pllates,
language courses and community lunch for elderly people. The congregation encompass all areas of Lambrldge and to remove St Saviours from the Lambrldge
ward will in my view break down the strong social cohesion and sense of identity that currently exists in the ward of Lambridge. Furthermore the loss of one
Counsellor to an area which by BANES own admission { Ref : Boundary Review Summary,,map Page 3} is already at the average number of Counsellors would
reduce the representation of the people of Lambridge. The reduction from two to one seems undemocratic at the very least. My suggestion for a way forward is
to leave Lambrldge as It Is with two counsellors, retain the unity of Larkhall and Fairfield Park by keeping St Saviours Church within Lambrldge Ward and
address those areas of BANES with above average and below average number of Counsellors. Thank you for taking the time to consider my objections to the
proposed changes to the Lambridge ward.

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Julian David

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
The proposals for the area covered by Widcambe, Lyncombe, Oldfield Park and Moorlands are unacceptable because they take no account of the 'community
identity' of the Bearflat area. Bearflat is a very clear identifiable community with its own shops, societies and active residents associations (Bearflat Assciation,
Friends of Alexandra Park}. Spllttlng It threeways entlrely Ignores Its existence. It has clear geographic boundaries to the north (Beechen Cllff), the east
(Alexandra Park and Beechen Cllff School grounds and the south (Greenway Lane/Lyncombe Vale). In detall, the removal of Devonshire Bulldlngs south side
from the rest of the 'Poets' has no logic. The Poets itself is a very clearly defined area with clear boundaries. Why split off one side of one road? I have no
proposals for alternative boundaries. Whatever is decided must recognise the identity of the community of Bearflat. I would oppose combining it with
Wldecombe as they are each very distinct areas and have a clear geographical separation. One flnal point, Alexandra Park Is currently In Wldecombe but Its
main entrance Is In Bearflat and most local users and the volunteers who support It through the Acome from Bearflat the friends group llve In Bearflat. It
should be attached to the same ward as Bearflat.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Johanna Davis

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I do not believe that Saltford represents the needs of Compton Dando Village as this is
very much influenced by traffic commuting through the district, of which we have nothing
like this in CD to deal with. Also Saltford is very much on the cusp of Bath, whereas we
do find ourselves aligned with Bristol matters due to close proximity with Whitchurch &
Stockwood.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Ric Davison

E-mail:
Organisation Name: KTCradio.com

Comment text:
It is absolutely ludicrous that the residents of Queen Charlton and Compton Dando will
belong to a ward called "Saltford". Both miles and poles apart! Defies belief: if you have
not had many such comments about this it is only because the local publicity for this
has been virtually non-existant

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Peter Davis

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
RE: the proposed ward boundary change affecting Combe Down village. I live in the side of Combe Down village that would become part of Claverton Ward if
the proposed boundary change goes ahead. The residents of Combe Down have a strong sense of village identity based on the history of the village, active
community organisations, and a rich set of close-knit community relatlonshlps. Past and present generations of vlllagers worked together In the stone mines
beneath the village, sheltered together In the same mines during the Bath blitz, attended schools, establlshed businesses, used shops dotted around the vlllage,
attended churches, and participated in a host of other community activities, clubs, and societies. The village was further brought together in recent years during
the process of stabilising the mines, which included a residents association, heritage centre, and a village fete celebrating its completion. Village fetes continue
and bring together residents with stalls from many clubs and societies that enrich our community llfe. There Is a thriving heritage society, art trail, stone mines
trust, sports clubs, churches, and many other community organisations. The membership of these community activities and organisations Is centred on the
historic village which spans the proposed boundary. In fact The Long Drung, which forms part of this proposed boundary between North Road and Church Road,
is itself a much-loved feature, seen as passing through the heart of the historic village, being the medieval packhorse route between Bath and Salisbury. For
example, steering committee members of the Combe Down Heritage Society live on both sides of this proposed boundary, with the greater number in what
would become Claverton Ward under the current proposal. Many other of the vlllage's clvll society organisations would also find themselves In a slmllar divided
situation. The potentlal of the proposed boundary change to divide community activities explalns some of the alarm expressed by residents of the vlllage. On 30
January, 2018, over one hundred residents of Combe Down attended a meeting to discuss their concern about the village being bisected in this way. In my view
it would be much better to place this eastern boundary of Combe Down Ward to the east of Shaft Road, and include all residents to the west of this line in
Combe Down Ward, lncludlng residents from Shaft Road, If that Is not posslble, at least the residents In Tynlng and Gladstone Roads and the eastern section of
Church Road should remain In Combe Down Ward. The placlng of the ward boundary further to the east than the current proposal would avoid undermining
existing community life which is so important in many ways. The proposed Long Drung boundary in particular bisects the village and could potentially
undermine the shared sense of Identity on which many community relatlonshlps and activities depend. I hope you can reconsider this boundary so that this
sense of a unified vlllage can be protected as much as posslble. Our rich set of community organisations have emerged over generations, are based on the
existing sense of village identity, and are vital in enhancing the rich social capital of the village, and the wellbeing of its residents. It would be a tragedy if the
placement of a boundary undermined this, as I fear it would if the ward boundary were to be established down The Long Drung. It would cut the village in half
for administrative purposes and thus undermine existing community activities. I hope you will consider these aspects as you seek the best solution.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

sue dawkins

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in
won't work

Combe Down. My household is against the proposed changes as it

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Dawson
31 January 2018 08:38
Owen, David
Combe Down proposed boundary changes

Dear Mr Owen
I went to a meeting last night attended by over 100 residents of Combe Down where the proposed
boundary changes were explained .
I understand changes are necessary to balance the voting numbers due to the reduction in the
number of BANES councillors. HOWEVER, I believe the proposed boundary changes are wrong.
Combe Down is a hilltop historic community on the very edge of Bath and the proposed new
boundary between Combe Down and Claverton goes right through the centre of our village. We in
Combe Down are an entity: we do things together including voting and we do not want to be split
in half.
The new boundary should definitely be east of Shaft Road to include the area called Paddock
Woods.
I see you are also proposing to include Perrymead within the ‘new’ Combe Down ward.
Perrymead is geographically not part of Combe Down and its ‘down the hill’ location is generally
considered part of Widcombe. If you need to do something to make the numbers work, then
Perrymead need not be included in the Combe Down ward.
I hope you can alter this proposed border to keep Combe Down as a whole.
Yours sincerely
James Dawson
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rosemary dawson <
31 January 2018 12:17
Owen, David
Combe Down proposed boundary changes

Dear Mr Owen
I was unable to attend the meeting last night where the proposed Combe Down boundary changes were
explained . I believe there were over 100 residents who did attend including my husband who has filled me in on
the proposals.
Like him, I understand changes are necessary to balance the voting numbers due to the reduction in the number
of BANES councillors. HOWEVER, I believe the proposed boundary changes are wrong. Combe Down is a
hilltop historic community on the very edge of Bath and the proposed new boundary between Combe Down and
Claverton goes right through the centre of our village. We in Combe Down are an entity: we do things together
including voting and we do not want to be split in half.
The new boundary should definitely be east of Shaft Road to include the area called Paddock Woods.
I see you are also proposing to include Perrymead within the ‘new’ Combe Down ward. Perrymead is
geographically not part of Combe Down and its ‘down the hill’ location is generally considered part of
Widcombe. If you need to do something to make the numbers work, then Perrymead need not be included in the
Combe Down ward.
I hope you can alter this proposed border to keep Combe Down as a whole.
Yours sincerely
Rosemary Dawson
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name: Christian de Larrinaga
E-mall:
Organisation Name: independent resident

Comment text:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond. I am replying independently in reference ta the proposed revised Widcombe Ward as resident at Widcombe Crescent for over
tw elve years. Clearty a lot of thought, effort and care has gone into the Commission's plans. I am broadly in favour of the proposal tow ards very local w ards, each with one
counclllor - perhaps tw o. I have no view as to setting out a total number of counclllors at this time other than to provide sufficient to cover an equltable representation
across the City of Bath etc w ith that aim In mind. So I don't feel that the target of this exercise should be to set a cap to the number of councillors but to set an equitable and
effective representation of the City of Bath (and North East Somerset). Having studied the proposed ward changes I believe that the Widcombe Ward is being pruned too
tightly on Widcombe Hill above Widcombe Crescent. I recommend that the plan is extended to encompass the area down the length of Church Lane and Street off
Wldcombe Hlll to the bottom of Prior Parle. (back entrance) or perhaps passing the boundary down the foot path at edge of Manor Farm and the Sinks then across to Prior
Park Road (opposite the top end of the cemetery) to Include St Thomas a Beckett church and Widcombe Manor and all Church Street. An inspection of this area shows that
it is an integral and important part of historic Widcombe administratively and representationally particularly for Widcombe Crescent, Widcombe Terrace ,and the Tynings
across Widcombe Hill. The population density of the area is not high so it should not alter the voter to councillor ratio unduly to extend the plan to include this area in the
ward of Widcombe. Church L ane and Church Street to the bottom of Prior Park gardens Is part of Wldcombe Hiii and should be represented and administered as part of the
same ward as Wldcombe Crescent and Terrace. Assigning this area to Claverton Dow n geographlcally Isolates the populatlon llvlng here from Its direct neighbours. It
should be noted that it has no road or services connection with the rest of the proposed Claverton Down other than via Widcombe Hill itself. I agree with the plan that the
cottages and houses above Church street up to Crow Hall on Widcombe Hill fit better in a Widcombe ward than Claverton Dow n administratively. A boundary higher up the
hlll preferably above Mccauley Bulldlngs Is a more Ideal boundary between Wldcombe and the heights of the University area for a Claverton Down ward. Alternatlvely there
ls a natural open green space above Crow Hall w here a boundary between Wldcombe and Claverton Dow n could be established across to Prior Park gardens, or as a third
alternatively a boundary could run down the proposed plan's boundary from Widcombe Hill across the garden boundary into and then running dow n the edge of Church
Street to a spot after Manor Farm {as above). This Is preferable to cutting the rest of Church Street/ Lane off from Wldcombe. In whatever case I recommend that
Church Street and Lane lncludlng St Thomas a Beckett Church and Wldcombe manor remain w ithin the Widcombe w ard. The above are my priority response to this
consultation. B - Some related thoughts concern other changes to Widcombe w ard being proposed. These are large changes but I don't object in principle to having a ward
structure with up to 2 councillors and preferably sized to have one. The other side of Prior Parle. Road from the Church St exit is the Perrymead area. This fits into Lyncombe
Hill area rather than Combe Down. Recasting the proposed border above Perrymead w ith Combe Down to be above the cemetery on the West side of Prior Park Road rather
than on exit of Penymead seems a more natural boundary. The connection to Fox Hiii via Perrymead has been blocked to motor vehlcles for many years and Penymead
looks dow n the hlll tow ards Bath not up towards Fox Hill behind it. As Fox Hill develops it's communications this may w ell put pressure on Perrymead. It could be argued
either w ay but in my view Perrymead should be represented separately to Fox Hill as it is more closely aligned w ith the area designated as Lyncombe in the plan than with
Combe Down. They are from a near resident perspective clearly distinctive zones and should be represented In the councll by separate councillors accordlngly. C - In
reference to the boundary commissions request for comments on joining the proposed Lyncombe and Wldcombe w ards so creating a ward w ith tw o councillors rather than
one each. The Lyncombe and Widcombe Hills and area to Bear Flat via Alexandra Park and Greenway Lane are w ithin our regular w alking range to the West as is Bathw ick
to the East and the city centre to the North. My focus is on Widcombe Hill to Prior Park, Prior Park Road and Lyncombe Hill and Alexandra park which are very close to
our home. Given a choice betw een two wards w ith a councillor each or tw o councillors combined in a larger w ard for Lyncombe and Wldcombe. I think It would be more
local, useful and democratlcally direct to have the two w ards, each w ith their own counclllor. Wldcombe centred on Wldcombe Hiii and Lyncombe on Lyncombe Hiii. Should
they be Joined It may w ell open up a question as to how far Lyncombe as a ward extends to the west beyond Wellsway.

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Sue Dixon

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Saltford Ward proposals - - proposed ward is geographically too large - it does not reflect the community that Saltford serves. The communities of Burnett,
Compton Dando, Chewton Keynsham and Woolard have easier access to Keynsham. They a r e separate ecclesiastical parishes and some of these communities
are already llnked to Keynsham parish. Road communication from the western communities to Saltford Is very difficult - by a very narrow slngle track lane or
via the much longer route through Keynsham to the A4. - the job of ward counclllor tor all these scattered and diverse communities would be very dlfficult and
the smaller communities would be "swampedn by the interests and needs of Saltford which has a much larger population. Suggestion. Saltfon:I ward should
reflect the ecclesiastical benefice boundaries and include Corston and Newton St Loe only. Links between these communities are already in place and
communication along the A4 Is easy. The western ward boundary should be the Wellsway out of Keynsham to the Two Headed Man road junction.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Martyn Dormer

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a resident of Westmoreland ward, I am perplexed and disappointed by the proposed
changes. The stated aim of the changes is to promote effective local government, but
from an administrative point of view I would argue that the three councillor proposition
represents a far too difficult workload for our elected representatives and furthermore, if
one of the aims of the re-drawing of the boundaries is to better represent the local
characteristics of the area it should be obvious that the new 'sprawl' will just create an
amorphous mass comprising several disparate districts. I sincerely hope and trust that
you will reconsider this approach, perhaps instead creating two wards of one and two
councillors respectively which would far better represent the character of their districts.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Susan Doshi

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I live in your proposed Kingsmead, near the boundary with Walcot (currently in Lansdown). This feels like a bit of Kingsmead sticking out into no-mans-land,
surrounded by other wards. The boundary between Kingsmead and Abbey looks pretty arbitrary. Abbey is "tall and thin". Both Kingsmead and Abbey are central
Bath wards, with relatlvely high populatlon density (Victoria Park aside}. I think one 3-counclllor ward combining these two would be better. It would be one
"Bath Central" ward, which Is an area with a reasonable Identity, not geographlcally huge, avoids the arbitrary boundary between the two, and connects my bit
of proposed Kingsmead with the rest of central bath (to which I feel more connected than the far side of Victoria Park).

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Van DuBose

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The proposed extension of Newbridge ward far out into a rural area compromises the
integrity of the urban area that is the City of Bath. The existing ward boundaries define
16 wards that roughly comprise the traditional urban footprint of the city. Bath no longer
has any legal existence but it may seek to have one in the future. The prospect of
making the city a parish is a distinct possibility and would have widespread support,
giving Bath a city council and providing equivalence to the other areas of B&NES that are
already parished. The existing Newbridge ward is clearly a part of urban Bath. The
proposed area of extension is clearly not urban and never has been a part of Bath. This
boundary change would for the first time compromise the integrity of the Bath city
boundary and make much more difficult any effort in future to make the city a parish.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Leslie and Lynda Duncan

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
We are commenting on the new proposed ward of Oldfield Park in Bath. We do not understand why this area has been proposed to be a three councillor ward
when all the others in Bath and North East Somerset are either two or one councillor ones. We would like to have this large area split in to two wards and
keep the west side as Westmoreland Ward and the east side could be called Oldfleld Park. By doing this our two proposed wards would be easier for any
councillor to get to know their constituents and keep an eye on things I.e. potholes, broken llghts, etc This would flt In with your aim of good governance. The
bigger the area the more difficult it is to build up a sense of community. At present we have a number of community groups including a Residents' Action one
and Litter Pick Group that have been built up over the last 7/8 years which have improved our sense of community but your new boundary would jeopardise
this due to the Increased size and so be detrlmental of our existing community. There Is a difference between the two sides of the wards which are are one Is
malnly resldentlal and the other malnly Industrial. To keep In llne with your ward boundary proposals so as not to affect the sum>undlng wards we suggest a
boundary could go down the middle from North to South. It could be along Brougham Hayes, into Livingstone Rd along Arlington Rd around the back of the Co
op into Shaftesbury Rd and then St Kilda's Rd to the Linear. This should be acceptable numbers wise.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Rebecca Dunn

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It seems to me that the proposal is a bureaucratic convenience. What is proposed would
be detrimental to local democracy. I am entirely satisfied with 'my ward' as it is and as I
subscribe to 'if it ain't broke don't fix it', I see no reason to change.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nic Eager
19 February 2018 16:22
reviews
Proposed Ward Boundaries for Bath & North East Somerset

Dear Sir/Madam,
I write to object to the ward boundaries proposed for the current areas of Lyncombe and Widcombe. The
suggestion to create a west /east boundary running straight down Wellsway rides roughshod over what is
a strong cohesive community on both sides of this road which identifies with the Bear Flat, its facilities,
pubs, café’s and shops. If it really is so difficult to come up with an even distribution of residents to
councillors which reflects community identity, it would be far better to combine both wards into a single
one named “Lyncombe & Widcombe” and have it served by two councillors, instead of the current
proposal for separate single councillor wards of Widcombe and Lyncombe. Many current residents of
Lyncombe identify with Widcombe in any event.
I have lived in Widcombe and Lyncombe since coming to Bath in 1979.
Regards,
Nicholas C. Eager

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Edwards
16 February 2018 15:52
Owen, David
Combe Down boundary Changes in Bath and North East Somerset

Dear Mr. Owen,
I am writing in respect to the proposed boundary changes for the Combe Down and Claverton Down wards in South
East Bath and wish to raise my objection to the current proposal.
The proposed new boundary runs from North to South along Ralph Allen drive then South again along the Avenue in
Combe Down turning east along Combe Road. This effectively splits the community of Combe Down village in half
leaving those on the Eastern side of the boundary within Claverton Down ward.
This will leave a part of the Combe Down electorate who share common interests and concerns in the village
without representation in village matters and these concerns will, by the nature of the distance between the two
villages, often be different from those who reside in Claverton Down itself meaning that those villagers will become
unrepresented.
In addition the distance between Combe Down and Claverton Down village centres will also mean that those
villagers no longer in the Combe Down village ward will have to travel much further to cast votes which I would
argue is contrary to the spirit of our democratic rights and will no doubt affect the older members of our village who
may have limited mobility.
Finally Combe Down village is a close knit community and I would suggest that the current proposal runs counter to
the aims of the Boundary Commission itself which states that ‘We also aim to ensure that the pattern of wards
reflects the interests and identities of local communities’. Historic maps of our area show Combe Down very much in
its current form from the mid‐19th century and it would be a shame if these changes, however much they seek to
re‐balance electoral numbers across wards, results in a divided community.
In conclusion the best option for the community I would suggest is for the boundary to be adjusted to include all
parts of Combe Down village within the Combe Down ward.
Yours faithfully,
Robert Edwards
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Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Wade Edwards

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I believe that we are better served in Westmoreland with the boundaries and number of councillors as they are. I feel that we would lose our identity and focus
in the enlarged Oldfield Park.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Kirsten Elliott

Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

3: Extend Bathavon East as shown.

1: Extend Widcombe as shown.

2: Extend Combe Down as shown
.

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.
Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Extend Widcombe as shown.

Annotation 2:

Extend Combe Down as shown .

Annotation 3:

Extend Bathavon East as shown.

Comment text:
I am pleased with the revision of Bathwick, where I live, so that it is now really Bathwick. I can see no reason for retainng Abbey - I would
make it all part of Kingsmead which should be called Bath Central. I am puzzled as to why part of Larkhall, which begins where St Saviour's
Road turns off the London Road, should be in Walcot. he boundary should be moved westwards towards this junction. As to Combe Down, I
can see no logical argument for the introduction of a Claverton Down Ward. I have drawn on the map how I would reconfigure Widcombe,
Combe Down (which has been senselessly divided down the middle) and Bathavon East to avoid this new ward.
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Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

James Elliott

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Oldfield Park Ward I object to current proposals as it will not be in the best interests of the ward and the communities in it. The east and west side of the
ward have very different uses, west is more residential and east is more commercial. Having such a large ward will give councillors too much ground to cover
and lead to a poor understanding of how best to serve their communities, partlcularly which have conflicting uses and aspirations . The best way to reflect the
needs of the community ls to have two small wards, the east with more commercials Interest served by one councillor, a good boundary would be Brougham
Hayes, the other ward on the west side of the boundary served by two councillors who can maintain community projects and balance in the community.
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Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Paula Elston

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I have lived in Larkhall for 60 years and am appalled by the plan to carve this ward up. Larkhall is often referred to as "the village" because of its vibrant
sense of community. The proposed boundary change will cut St Saviour's Church off from St Saviour's School. How can this be anything but detrimental to our
community. Larkhall Is everything that ls under threat from our new busy society but because of the efforts of neighbours to keep In touch and look out for
each other, we are defying the trend. Why should the councll seek to destroy this? Larkhall has already survived being severed from Fairfield Park by the
cutting of subsidies to the 6/7 bus route and has managed to keep its amazing pharmacy but now the feeling of being under siege continues as this proposal
threatens to chisel yet more away from our community. If this proposal is passed, the loss of a councillor will mean Larkhall will lack the representation it
needs to continue to 'fight lts corner'. It shouldn't be necessary to feel the need to fight but these constant suggested changes threaten so much that our
community holds dear. I would ask you to reconsider these boundary changes so that Lar1c.hall can remain whole. Thank you for finding time to read this plea.
Yours faithfully Paula Elston
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Local Government boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP

Saturday 17th February 2018

For the attention of David Owen, Review Officer for B&NES
Dear Sir,
Reference: Proposed boundary changes to Combe Down Ward
Ward boundary changes in Combe Down as proposed by the Local Government Boundary
Commission for England.
I write in connection with the above proposed changes. We have examined the proposal and
wish to strongly object to the boundary changes to the Combe Down ward for the following
reasons.
1. Loss of historical integrity
This proposal would divide a long established area of historical significance. Recognised as a
distinct settlement as early as 1727, and as a village from 1852, the proposed boundary divides
the historic centre of Combe Down, which was built upon the quarry industry that underpinned it.
The new boundary would result in some of the oldest parts of the village being disconnected
from buildings and landmarks of which they are significantly related. It would also include the
disconnection of many of the original miners cottages, which would have been so integral to the
industry on which Combe Down was built.

Furthermore, the house of Harry Patch, the ‘Last Tommy’ and lifelong Combe Down resident of
the village, would fall within the new Claverton ward. This is clearly unsatisfactory.
2. Loss of influence
Residents, many of whom have lived in Combe Down all their lives, would lose the ability to vote
and comment on matters arising that will directly impact them. This division would prevent the
village from speaking with ‘one voice’ to protect its interests and would jeopardise its ability to
continue to develop, improve and drive sustainable change. Instead the proposed changes
would result in disengaged and inappropriate residents from as far as Entry Hill voting on
matters which would not directly impact them.
This would also remove the ability of the Combe Down village to influence decisions on local
amenities and facilities such as the popular recreational area, The Firs, the doctors surgery and
local shops.
3. Loss of identity, community and sense of belonging
As evidenced by the numerous sports and social clubs, religious communities and educational
groups, the existing Combe Down Ward has a strong physical and social identity. This illustrates
the existence of an extremely strong and established community, which should not be divided.
Residents will be unable to identify with the new ward, and will no longer feel part of the region
in which they live, losing their sense of belonging. As a result of this there is a significant risk of
Combe Down losing its identity, with residents feeling disassociated from the village and their
neighbourhood. Many of the affected residents feel an overwhelming sense of pride as part of
the community and will have either moved to Combe Down for the community that it offers or
remained as a result.
4. Loss of practical options for residents
The proposed ward boundary change would result in residents, who rely heavily on the local
amenities of Combe Down, having to travel to Claverton Down to vote on matters which will
directly affect them. Many of these residents will experience significant challenges reaching the
newly proposed locations, preventing them from voting; a human right.
Removing the convenience of the existing options will inevitably also dissuade able bodied
individuals from voting and engaging with council initiatives, which, when coupled with feeling
isolation and being ‘let down’ by the local government, will likely result in lower voting
attendance and community engagement.

5. Loss of existing boundary perception

There is already an established and accepted boundary of Combe Down which maintains the
village integrity. This current boundary is delineated by existing housing groupings and natural
woodlands.
Please see below the map for our proposed revision to the boundary changes which, in our
view, presents a sensical solution and satisfies the requirement to address the imbalance in
ward numbers. The logical solution would see the boundary fall on Shaft Road, not through the
middle of the historic Combe Down village.

Yours sincerely,

Elizabeth Eyles and Luke Parry

1/3/2018
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

P aul Falkus

E-mall:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Bathampton Primary School

Comment text:
I note that Bathampton is due to be linked to Claverton and Southstoke. As head of the local primary school I would feel that this is a less strong link than we
currently have with Bathford and Batheaston. These are our natural geographical neighbours and we find that we share interests and concerns with them. We
work very closely with Bathford and Batheaston schools and will shortly be joining a Multi Academy Trust with them. As a school we take In chlldren/ famallles
from Bathford and Batheaston and In the past 17 years have had very few llnks with these places.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Michelle Farmer

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We are not in agreement with the proposed boundry change from Combe Down to place
us within Claverton Down. We believe this is for political gain purposes only and is of no
benefit to the residents of Combe Down. It has not been properly determined what, if
any changes will affect our day to day living Ie. school catchment areas, insurance post
codes, deliveries, voting points etc as well as address. It may well be that nothing will
have to be changed apart from the boundry itself in which case prove to residents it is
not just for a political gain and indeed should much needed funds be used.for such a
purpose. .

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:

Michael and Ann Fear
18 February 2018 11:15
reviews

I am writing to ask if you will review the splitting of the Larkhall ward.
In splitting the ward we will not then get the efficient and convenient representation which the Commission's review says it
wants to achieve.
If this goes ahead it will be splitting our vibrant community and also reducing our councillors by half.
I submit that the LGBC have failed to implement their own criteria that changes should:

 Preserve community identity and interests

 Be efficient and convenient
Would you please reconsider this matter.
Mike and Ann Fear
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BATHSCAPE - EAST OF BATH
Landscape features of the East of Bath area

The area covers just four square miles and contains four historic villages with good
connectivity and is enhanced by the River Avon and the Kennet and Avon Canal. Just over
three miles from the City centre, it is surrounded by four prominent hills which sit within
the Cotswolds AONB and all have footpath access from the surrounding villages. The hill
tops have open access flat plateaus and provide superb visitor and walking opportunities.
The individual features are very well known but usually seen in isolation, yet the area is
well connected with each part complimenting each other creating a living green landscape.
Promoting the Area and Improving Access
 Area awareness through information boards, maps, books, websites and street signs
 Safety improvements to the key links between the villages – walking and cycling
 Facilities to promote walking, cycling and river based activities
 New footpaths and existing footpath improvements - better access for all
 Improved parking facilities at hilltop locations – better access for all
 Support for local volunteer groups – skills development, education and advice
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Project Ideas
Area Awareness
 Information boards - at main points of entry into the area - Batheaston Car Park and
Bathampton Tow Path
 An East of Bath website - with downloadable guides and maps detailing routes, footpaths,
landscape features and places of interest.
 A book of local walks - covering the East of Bath area
 Street signs - to assist visitors, walkers and cyclists to access the local landscape features
and footpaths across the East of Bath area.

Safety improvements to the key links between the villages


Mill Lane – this is the only road which directly links Batheaston and Bathford with
Bathampton. As well as vehicles, it is well used by pedestrians and cyclists and links the
new cyclepath at Batheaston with the upgraded towpath at Bathampton. It is a key route
but is also a dangerous road with unrestricted speed limits.
Safety improvements to Mill Lane giving priority to cyclists and pedestrians would greatly
improve mobility across the whole area.

Facilities to promote walking, cycling and river based activities
 A new boating jetty at Batheaston car park – would greatly encourage and support
river based activities.



Bike hire stations (Next Bike) – sited in Batheaston and Bathampton would support the
idea of the East of Bath as a destination. Currently there are no Next Bike hire stations east
of the City centre.
Refurbishment of Batheaston Toilet Block – this could provide a business opportunity
related to leisure and recreation.

Existing footpath improvements
The area is well covered by bridle paths and footpaths, however their poor condition means that
they are mostly used by fit and active users. Improvements to these paths would provide better
access for all to the open grassland spaces at the hilltop locations








Bathampton to the Skyline Walk footpaths – links the eastern end of the Skyline walk but
the connecting path is very steep and difficult to use.
Batheaston to Bannerdown Common footpath – this is well used but the surface is very
uneven due to storm water run off damaging the path.
Bathampton to Bathford footpath - a good fairly level route but one part is very boggy and
another section is narrow and difficult to walk
Bathford to Browns Folly footpath (Avon Wildlife Trust reserve) – this is a poor path across
a rutted field and a steep, poor quality path through the woods.
Solsbury Hill footpaths – several paths run up to the plateau of Solsbury Hill but all are
steep and uneven.
River Avon Old Footpath (part of the Limestone Link) – a very popular footpath which is in
need of maintenance. This work could be supported by a local volunteer group.
Bathampton to Batheaston Cycle path – this path is very accessible for the less able.
Publicity would encourage further use.
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New Footpath ideas
 Batheaston Village Centre to Batheaston School - land is available to enable the creation
of a new footpath. This path would run alongside the Stambrook and provide a safe and
interesting alternative to the existing narrow roadside pavement.
It is possible to extend this footpath further to create a circular route passing behind the
local housing estate which would then lead back to the Village Centre.
Parking Facilities at Hilltop locations
The hilltop sites provide great walking and viewpoint opportunities with both Solsbury Hill
and Bannerdown Common offering good flat grassland paths. For the less able, access to
these hilltop sites can be gained by car, however parking facilities could be improved,
particularly at Solsbury Hill.
Support for Local Volunteer Groups
Local organisations and community based Volunteer Groups are active and currently
involved with a number of local landscape improvements covering woodland, grassland and
riverside environments.
Advice and support for these groups could be provided through organised workshops
aimed at improving skills and knowledge.
Organisations having landscape and environmental links with the area
Bath and North East Somerset Council
Batheaston, Bathampton and Bathford Parish Councils
Batheaston Freeholders Association
Cotswolds AONB (encompassing regional / national Magnificent Meadows project)
Cotswold Voluntary Wardens
Avon Wildlife Trust
Natural England
National Trust
Canal and River Trust
Avon Frome Partnership
Bug Life (encompassing regional / national Bee Lines project)
Bath Naturalists
Hawk and Owl Trust
Somerset and Bristol Butterfly Conservation

Peter Fear
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Peter Fear

E-mall:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I am objecting to the proposal to split Bathampton away from the existing Bathavon North Ward and place it into Bathavon South. There are many reasons why
Bathampton should remain connected to Batheaston and Bathford, the other East of Bath Villages, these include geographical, historical, logical, practical and a
local preferrence. The Boundaiy Commlslon website states ... "We also aim to ensure that the pattern of wards reflects the Interests and Identities of local
communities as well as promoting effective local government•. Bathampton Parish Council, as representatives of the Bahampton Community have objected to
these proposals. The attached document was prepared to provide background information for the area as a submission to the Bathscape Project and provides a
description of the connectivity between Bathampton, Batheaston and Bathampton.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

John Ferrie

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: -

Comment text:
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT RECCOMMENDATIONS FOR BANES I am somewhat puzzled by
some of the detail of your recommendations; as we have moved for the city of Bath from
a simple arrangement 16 wards each with 2 councillors to one with 17 wards, seven of
which have single councillors, one three councillors and the balance two councillors. Could
we not have achieved 14 wards and 28 Councillors? In particular the new ward of Oldfield
Park, stretching for over a mile and a half along a major trunk road which must to some
extent divide the ward, seems strange. Given that there are three single councillor wards
adjacent to it, namely Widcombe, Lyncombe and Moorlands perhaps an alternative
arrangement of three wards with two Councillors each might be possible. Without much
more detailed information on electoral distribution in this part of the city I am unable to
verify the feasibility of the concept. Perhaps I should add that I see no single community
within the newly proposed Oldfield Park Ward. North of the River Avon, it might be
worthwhile examining the wards of Lansdown, Kingsmead and Abbey reducing the number
of wards by one while retaining the number of Councillors at a total of four for that area.
Again without detail I am not confident of feasibility. My second concern is about the
breakup of long–standing communities. While the proposals restore Bathwick Ward to a
more sensible arrangement of that section of the city and are to be welcomed, it is
perhaps noteworthy that neither Widcombe Manor nor the majority of Widcombe Hill is
within Widcombe Ward and that a significant part of Combe Down village is no longer
within Combe Down Ward. The other significant population element of the previous
Combe Down ward, based on the Foxhill estate has within it, two churches and a
shopping area, quite separate from the village itself and has been retained in the new
ward. It may be that some of my concerns are irresolvable but I would be grateful for an
assurance in due course that my criticisms have been re-examined and where practical
adjustments made.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Donald Ferris <
13 February 2018 15:16
Owen, David
Combe Down Boundary

Dear Sir
I object most strongly to the proposal to slice off part of Combe Down.
I think that at a quiet time in the past somebody thought " If we do this
it will work better than it does at the moment ". So they do it messing
messing about with everybody and everything but after a year or two
it's worse than the old system. Then of course they have to start again.
Please spare us this and leave well alone.
One other point : Claverton Down does not have a pub and what
self‐respecting Englishman wants to live in a village like that.
Regards Don Ferris
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Ros Foreman

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in the Westmoreland Ward and thanks to the tireless work of our two Independent
Councillors have seen our community improve dramatically. Since the two Councillors took
over Westmoreland has gained a thriving resident group with meetings relevant to local
issues, regular litter picks involving students, school children and residents, snow patrols
each winter and speed watching. I can understand the idea of fairness of trying to give
each ward a similar amount of numbers but wonder how in the area of Oldfield Park
particularly how this can be calculated due to the student population changing yearly. As
the ward area is to be enlarged and a third Councillor engaged it would seem to me
more sensible to have this Councillor take over the area near to the City centre and
leave Westmoreland with the two hard working Councillors should they wish to remain. If
the three Councillors have to represent the area they would have to either work together
to cover the area or struggle to cover the area separately. I am not sure if Ward
Councillors of different parties would wish to work together.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Patricia Fosbury

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
You state "We also aim to ensure that the pattern of wards reflects the interests and
identities of local communities as well as promoting effective local government". The new
ward 'Oldfield Park' is far too large for one councillor to cover if, which is quite likely, the
three councillors are from different parties. The east of the new ward has quite different
interests and identity to those properties in the west. The ward should be divided into a
western area with 2 councillors and the other part (nearer the city centre) with 1
councillor. That way your aim, quoted above, can be realised. This new ward would be
the only one in B&NES with three councillors and it is difficult to understand why this is
being proposed for this area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

sarah freeman

E-mail:
Organisation Name: Ms

Comment text:
Keynsham area map reference 11/12/13 have 6 Councillors, why? The area is smaller
than Saltford (29) who only have two Councillors especially as you have incorporated
more parishes. The same with Chew Valley (6) only two councillors for such a large area,
why? Six councillors for Keynsham is too many, to reduce you need to change the
boundaries for Keynsham why it has been split into three I do not know why. It should
be one boundary only.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Alison Furber

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Thank you for giving notice of the change of electoral boundaries. I wonder why St Thomas's church is not included in the proposed Widcombe area, as it is
the oldest parish church in Bath and very much part of Widcombe.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Alan Garrett

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Combe Down ward boundary change is unworkable, the existing boundary works, the
influx of new houses/people warrant the ward becoming a 3 member ward not dividing a
community up into penny packets which require 4 members to understand everyone
else's problems.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Rachel Gay

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I'm surprised that it's proposed that part of Combe Down village should outside the local
government boundary for Combe Down! Please could you let me know your rationale? It
seems illogical to me, and it's annoying that I have to spend time objecting to something
that is clearly poorly thought through.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Katherine Geraghty

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
The existing Lambridge Ward represents Lark.hall, a true, vibrant community; comprising schools, churches, dentists, doctors and pubs as well as a thriving
community centre which acts as its polling station. It is a very busy shopping area with mainly local independent traders working successfully alongside their
national colleagues. The community Is proud of being ln Larkhall and has a long history of working together to support community events and to stand for and
against local Issues. This Is Illustrated by the 6/7 bus campaign; Allee Park a community resource; the New Oriel Hall with Its community llbrary; many active
groups such as the Larkhall history society; scouts and transition Lark.hall which considers sustainabilty and environmental impacts. Lambridge ward has one of
the highest voter turnouts for local and national elections, consultations and referrendums. Its councillors are known and respected. The proposed boundary
change to the existing L..ambrldge ward pose a threat to all the above positives and I am writing to state my opposition to the change.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Alison Gerrard

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
This comment relates the the changes to Combe Down. Specifically moving the existing right hand boundary to the left ( as you look at the map). The
proposed boundary uses 'the dn.mg' as th3 boundary. The drung is an historic footpath with walls which was usd to transport Bath stone. This proposal cuts the
old Combe down vlllage Into two, moving a substantlal part of the old village Into claverton. This part of bath Is densely populated with a strong sense of
community and cohesion. I disagree with the proposal to change the right hand boundary of Combe down.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Lee Giles

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Hello. I think that Padleigh Road and the village of Englishcombe should be part of the Southdown ward, which should be renamed 'Southdown and
Englishcombe'. This is for two reasons. Firstly, it would stop Padleigh Road being in the Odd Down ward, which is ridiculous. Secondly and more importantly,
residents of Padlelgh Road and Engllshcombe vlllage use the facllltles In Southdown (shops, schools, doctor surgery etc), as there are no other slmllar facllltles
nearby. Therefore whlle they 'reside' In Engllshcombe, they are part of the Southdown community, and should therefore have access to counclllors who cover
the area in which they live, shop, school and travel.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Liam Gladdy

E-mail:

l

Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

1: Bath Riverside

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.
Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Bath Riverside

Comment text:
I think the Bath Riverside development should not be split across two wards by the river, and the Kingsmead ward should include the Bath
Riverside development south of the river.
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Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Barbara Gordon

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I live in Larkhall and at present I am represented on Bath & N.E. Somerset council by two councillors as Lambridge ward. The proposed boundary changes will
I am afraid mean that a community with a very strong identity will be carved up and many Larkhall residents will no longer be represented by their local
(Larkhall) counclllor. Unfortunately our parish church of St. Saviours wlll no longer be Included In Larkhall! The church Is not just a splrltual centre for many
Larkhall residents but Is also a hub for a wide variety of soclal activities. The village of Larkhall centres on a range of shops, most of them locally owned and
well patronised by local people. It contains the local post office, several places to eat and three pubs. The New Oriel Hall in the centre of Larkhall is hugely
important in the lives of very many residents for its range of activities for people of all ages and interests. It is the focus of the Larkhall Festival which takes
place every year In the streets In and around Larkhall and many of Its activities take place In Falrfleld Park which wlll no longer be a part of Larkhall. The
community has already suffered the loss of the clrcular bus route which encompassed the whole of Falrfleld Park and the village of Larkhall which was hugely
protested by the residents. The current boundary includes Bailbrook Lane, most of Fairfield Park and other roads around St. Saviours church. Residents from all
these areas use and value the facilities in Larkhall but under the proposed new boundary changes they will no longer be part of the village. They will no longer
be represented by the councillor who represents the area of the village around the shops and the New Oriel Hall. That councillor will no longer represent the
church community. These changes wlll carve up a unlquely vibrant and close-knit community. I understand the need for boundaries to be reviewed from time to
time to reflect demographic changes and to ensure that the ratio of residents to their elected representatives Is reasonably balanced across the area. However,
I do not believe that a single councillor can be expected to fairly and efficiently represent Larkhall. The obvious solution therefore is, as far as possible, to
retain the current boundary and for Larkhall to remain a two-councillor ward. Furthermore, it is only within the city of Bath that residents are represented at
just one level of local government, Residents of North East Somerset have parish counclllors with whom they are able to raise local Issues, This means that city
councillors have a partlcularly heavy workload. The two councillors In Lambrldge work very well together even though they are of different polltlcal parties. The
workload is inevitably more efficient when it is shared. I protest in the strongest possible terms this proposed decimation of my community which represents a
serious erosion of democracy.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Donald and Jackie Greenslade

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Our initial response to the new proposed ward of Oldfield Park in Bath is that it is FAR TOO BIG and the area going towards the city which we are calling the
Eastern Side is totally different to that of the other side which we are calling the Western Side. One is predominately residential and the other is commercial.
We cannot see how these two sides can be thought to have a community Identity with each other. Your proposal could so easily be spilt In to two wards and
therefore fulfill the three alms stated In your your draft recommendations. The western side could become a two councillor ward and the eastern side a one
councillor ward. We have no issue about councillors having to represent a similar number of voters. We feel that there could be a boundary along Brougham
Hayes, taking in the Western Riverside complex to the River and going up to the Linear Park via St Kilda's Rd. We feel our proposed two wards could be called
Westmoreland which would be the 2 ccunclllcr one en the Western Side and Oldfleld Park the one counclllcr ward en the Eastern Side}. This would keep cur
solld community Identity of Westmoreland and enable the new counclllor-to-be cf the one councillor ward cf Oldfleld Park tc bulld up a community Identity cf Its
own. Westmoreland Ward already have some strong voluntary community groups which help bind cur community together. They are a Residents' Action Group,
Speedwatch Group, Litter Pick Groups and Sncwpatrcl group. We also feel that cur suggestions would make the two wards far mere manageable fer councillors
tc discharge their duties tc us voters.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Timothy Gregory

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Larkhall is a strong community encompassing Larkhall and Fairfield Park. I believe it would more effectively stay as one area proabably as a Z member ward. In
particular moving Sta Saviours Church area into another ward seems to be particularly unhelpful as the church is less than 100 metres from the centre of
Larkhall and rs deftnltely part of the Larkhall community. In this urban community having 2 counclllors Is helpful. Please reconsider the boundary proposal free
this area.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

J Griffiths

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The area shown as Oldfield Park is much too large. Why is the section towards Churchill
Bridge and part of Wellsway included in the area? It has nothing in common with the
area around Moorland Rd and would not be part of the community that has developed
since our Independent Councillors began working here. I must emphasise ‘working’ as, in
contrast to earlier times they really do their best for the community. Trying to cover the
larger area would be impossible for them and nobody would benefit. Expecting people
from different parties to cooperate is just wishful thinking and probably 1 or 2 would try
to do everything which would just not be possible in an area that size. Why not split the
area into a 2 Councillor ward with the boundary down Brougham Hayes on its Eastern
side and make the other part a 1 person ward. There are no other 3 Councillor wards in
Bath so why here?

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Caroline Groom

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in
Lansdown. Having read the
review and responses, I understand that all have accepted the inevitable reduction in
councillor numbers to 59. I am glad to see a strongly worded case by the Liberal
Democrats for resisting a further reduction. I am concerned, however, about the
suggested change in boundary that will include my road in Kingsmead. I consider this
area to have very different issues, relating to shops, tourist attractions, car parks,
restaurants and bars. I feel that we have a stronger association, and more common with
Lansdown, and I fear that our issues may be lost in KIngsmead.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

07 February 2018 10:37
Owen, David
Boundary changes, Combe Down

Dear Mr. Owen
Please accept this email as an indication of my strong objection to the proposed boundary
changes to Combe Down, and also to the manner in which these changes were apparently
withheld from those concerned. I am a resident whose property will be affected by the proposed
changes.
You will know that there is a very strong objection to the apparent division right down the centre of
a very united community. It is hoped that the boundary may be changed to pass through an area
of bath where is less of a central point, perhaps in the Entry Hill area.
Your help in this matter will be very much appreciated.
Diana Groom
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name: Robert Groves
E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name: Resident
Comment text:
It is good that Johnstone Street is being put back in to Bathwick, however I would like to see a more significant reduction in all politicians, both local and
national.
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Date:

14th February 2018

Reference:

Proposed ward boundary changes Bath and North East Somerset

I wish to register my objection to the proposed repositioning of the boundaries of the Combe Down
ward that is part of the Local Government Boundary Commission for England’s (LGBCE’s) draft
recommendations for new ward boundaries across Bath and North East Somerset.
I am not against change itself – when it makes sense. However, in this case it seems that in order to
meet certain numerical targets the commission have basically ignored one of the LGBCE’s own
guidelines that: “ward patterns should – as far as possible – reflect community interests and
identities and boundaries should be identifiable”. It is clear that the proposed position of the new
boundaries for Combe Down ward do not follow, in fact ignores, this guideline.
Combe Down has a strong identity formed not only through its historical importance in the early
development of Bath, but also its vibrant community spirit and sense of belonging. A key concern is
one of representation: by dividing the village the residents will have their influence on policy and
decision making diluted by voters from other areas that have very little, if any, affinity, interest, or
knowledge of affairs relevant to Combe Down. There are also many related issues such as location of
local shops, schools, medical facilities, voting station, church rooms which are used for local
activities, etc. etc. I will not elaborate here as I know you will have received many submissions from
local residents that address these issues in depth.
Whilst it is understandable that boundary revisions may be necessary, particularly in the light of the
development of new housing estates on what was formerly MOD land which alter the demographics
of the area, the proposed position of the boundaries for the Combe Down ward would divide in two
a village with a defined identity as the source of the stone from which Bath was built and which
maintains a strong sense of community today.
It seems that the proposed boundary changes for Combe Down are the result of a ‘numbers’ driven
process, that has over‐ridden many of the Commission’s own guiding principles. If the consultation
process is to retain any credibility then the proposed boundary changes will be revisited and the
boundaries redrawn to incorporate all of Combe Down village within one ward.

Signed: Dr. Andrew Grundy
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Jackie Guy

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

As a long term resident of Bath I consider myself as much part of Larkhall as I do Fairfield park- they are part of the same community as access to Oriel
community hall, community library, local shops ,Alice Park, not to mention the incredible work done for the young and old in the area through St Marks school,
St Saviours schools and the joined up network they they have with St Stephens school/church for many educatlonal, community and 'looking after groups' that
events that benefit the whole community. Not only Is Bath trying to pull these communities apart from the shocking cut to the bus subsidy which dis connects
the two important places (Bus 6/7) not to mention the consultaion now in progress over stopping the evening service it now wants to split up the wards!!!! I
have much faith in the hard work of our local councillors in the Lambridge ward and sincerely wish to remain as 'one' Larkhall and Fairfield joined together NOT
further pulled apart !!!!
Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath end North East somereet
Personal Detalls:
Name:

Stephen Haig

l!·m•II:

Poncode:

Org•nl..tlon Name:

Future Annollltion1

Map Feature,:

Annotadon 1:

This should be the boundary for wldcombe, rneludlng these roads

comment text:
I feel thlltthe ro,ds I hive lnduded ,re very much p,rt of wldcombe and not oldftl!ld piutc, They heve slmrlar Issues to Wldcombe and bl!,r 11,t ,nd less to do with
oldfteld p1r1t. I think If they were to be lnduded In oldfleld ptrk, then they would not have an effei:tlve volQe, Addltlon:ally they have been part of wldc:ombe p1r1sh
and It seems, sheme to then exdude them from the ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Katie Hall

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

I'm unhappy at the splitting of the historic village of Combe Down into two. This is a natural community with a genuine village spirit. This really seems counter
intuitive to me. It's as if it's an afterthought to make up numbers in the rest of the city of Bath. Even on the OS map you are using to show the proposed new
boundaries, the llne goes straight through the centre of the name ncombe Down•. I'm saddened that the home of Harry Patch, Combe Down's most famous
son, will no longer be In Combe Down as It's on the 'wrong' side of Tynlng Road. Please don't spilt up our vlllage.
Uploaded Documents:

None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

mark hambleton

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
we object to the proposed reconstitution of combe down boundary for the following reasons: 1. the proposed boundary would separate the existing community;
2. the historical value of the village has not been property considered; 3. it is an unnatural boundary line through the heart of the village; 4. a large number of
people wlll be adversely affected and may suffer In terms of their Identity and house price; 5. residents have not been properly consulted and they are not In
favour of this proposal; and 6. Harry Patch would no longer fall within the combe down ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Chrissie Hamilton

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We feel that we do not relate to our new proposed ward.But we do relate to the current
ward of Westmoreland and do not understand why our ward is being excluded from the
new proposed ward of Westmoreland.The ward you are proposing to put us in has no
identity or community spirit with the side towards the city.Where we live the issue is
based around residential community unlike the eastern side which is based on commercial
and industry.Most of which the occupants are not permanent residents,we have always
felt part of something and have been helped greatly by our two current councillors who
have built up a great rapport with us all over the last7/8 years.They have put their heart
and soul into the community allowing us a voice and an identity giving us pride and
making us feel cared for.We feel the new boundary must reflect this and it should run up
lansdown view around the brickworks and merge again somewhere in the vicinity of St
Kildas return on down taking in the Riverside,Brougham Hayes could still be the boundary
as it now .This western area should still be a two councillor ward,and the eastern side a
one councillor ward,this would still reflect the voters numbers as they suggest,taking into
consideration that the western side has a great more permanent residents than the
eastern side.These comments are in connection with the proposed new ward of Oldfield
park. Robert and Chrissie Hamilton

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Ian Hampson

Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

2: Saltford has a markedly different
demographic to the surrounding
, more rural areas.

1: The proposed Newbridge ward
should be split in two. As
a ward it would be very difficult
to manage, even by two councillors.
It contains a large segment
of land to the north east
not traditionally considered
part of Newbridge

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.
Map Features:

Annotation 1: The proposed Newbridge ward should be split in two. As a ward
it would be very difficult to manage, even by two councillors. It contains a
large segment of land to the north east not traditionally considered part of
Newbridge
Annotation 2: Saltford has a markedly different demographic to the
surrounding , more rural areas.
Comment text:

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

P CRAFT
18 February 2018 14:46
reviews
BATH BOUNDERY CHANGES

With reference to the proposed boundary change regarding making the KINGSMEAD ward
larger, as residents of bath all our lives we strongly disagree with this proposal,
we do not wish to go into a much larger or different ward.
Kingsmead ward has a large and growing amount of student lets and unfortunately they do not contribute to the
council tax and also have no interest in the running of our city.
Due to the huge amount of money the council budget is short of we feel that this is a totally
unnecessary expense.
There are much more urgent things that need addressing in this city.
Best Regards
Clive Harding & linda Craft

lyn's mailbox
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name: Melvyn Harding

E-mall:
Organisation Name: Mr

Comment text:

The proposed boundaries are far too large for each counsiler too manage efectively.The size of the wards are just right as th ey are at present. The counciler's do a
great service at present,but would be overstreched with the new proposed boundaries.
Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Michael Harris

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

The proposals fail to preserve community identity and interests and they are neither efficient nor convenient.
Uploaded Document•:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Richard Harris

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Larkhall is my local community and shopping centre. We are currently in the Ward of Lambridge with two councillors. I understand that there is a proposal to reduce the
size of the ward and create a new one councillor ward of Larkhall. I believe this ignores completely the significance of Larkhall as the community centre for a large area.
The shopping centre rs hlghly significant offering a great butcher, Coop, pharmacy, green grocer, hardware shop, post office and a number of other retall outlets. The
New Orlel Hall Is a slgnlflcant centre for activities, as Is the Rondo. There are also specialist shops for books, delicatessen, gifts, etc.and a vibrant catering sector. This is
the centre for a much larger ward than you have drawn. I believe that your proposed subdivision cuts right across the community identity and shared interests. The new
ward should be much large and the balance in voters and councillor representation achieved by having several counclllors to represent a large ward. This would be much
more convenient, and efflclently represent the true community. Dr Richard Harris

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Hayman
15 February 2018 15:27
Owen, David
Combe Down, Bath Boundary Line

Dr Julie Hayman

Mr David Owen
Local Government Boundary Commission
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London
SW11 4QP
Sent via email: david.owen@lgbce.org.uk
Thursday 15th February 2018
Dear Mr Owen,
Re: Bath boundary proposal
I’m writing to voice my strong objection to the proposed new boundary for Combe Down ward.
This proposed redrawing of the boundary line shows poor understanding of the community of Combe
Down. The proposal as it stands would cause a schism in our village community, unnecessarily and
arbitrarily splitting off some of the original, older buildings in the village and reassigning them to Claverton
Down ward. It would be patently unjust to shift a proportion of those living clearly within Combe Down to
representation by Claverton Down ward, which will have its own, different concerns. To be reassigned to
Claverton Down ward would not provide fair representation for those in historic Combe Down and would
cause difficulties for voters, not least of having to travel quite a distance to cast any vote in a polling booth.
In Combe Down, people passing in the street often stand and discuss matters of interest and concern to this
tight-knit community. We look out for each other, work closely together to resolve local issues, and are a
cohesive, caring community with a strong self-identity. Shifting an important part of the village to Claverton
Ward would deeply damage if not destroy this sense of community, something which I believe is against
your declared target objectives.
Please do reconsider your proposal in the light of the strong opposition felt and voiced here and by others.
The boundary line should, realistically, come no further than Paddock Woods or, at worst, Shaft Road.
With best wishes,
Julie Hayman
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nicky Hayward
03 February 2018 18:32
Owen, David
Seeking reassurance about proposed boundary shifts in Combe Down

Dear David,
I learned a few weeks ago that ward boundaries are being shifted so that each area only has 4000
residents (or between 3600 and 4400, anyhow). I was very upset to discover at the same time that there is
a proposal to chop up the original village of Combe Down in favour of extending the boundary to
incorporate the incipient development, Mulberry Park, and, indeed, Hansford Square, Entry Hill and even
Perrymead, way down Ralph Allen Drive!
To me, the suggestion seems preposterous ‐ none of the people who live in these areas, I'm sure, would
consider themselves to be residents of Combe Down. Combe Down is a discrete village ‐ all in one place,
clearly an entity in itself ... and it's up on the hill, and to the East of The Forester and Flower pub, the fish
and chip shop and the new housing development (on the site of what , of course, was Foxhill MOD site ‐
not Combe Down MOD site). It's certainly to the East of the Foxhill shops. Perrymead, which is situated
right down near the bottom of Ralph Allen Drive, is naturally part of the Widcombe Community, and the
people who live in the Foxhill, Glasshouse, Entry Hill areas, again, form a discrete community ‐ the latter
naturally send their children to Hayesfield and Beechen Cliff while Ralph Allen is our natural choice. It just
seems so arbitrary and irrational. I'm honestly amazed someone's conceived such a scheme.
My family moved here in 2002. My mother and I both lived in the old village ‐ she in
She now lives in
town, but it means a lot to her to be able
to visit us in Combe Down where she feels a sense of connection still to our village and the people she got
to know here. We have put down roots and have personal and family history in this village as a whole ‐
.
. We have always had a Combe Down address and
have become part of the Combe Down community here. That is important to us.

I may be wrong, but I believe there are fewer than 4400 living in the current Combe Down ward,
anyhow. Perhaps you can explain to me, if that's so, why there have to be any changes at all.
There's a sense of historical continuity in this village. When I settled here, I didn't realise it would have
such a distinct identity. We are less than one and a half miles from Bath City Centre, and yet we as a
community form an entity in our own right too.
A few years ago, when the mines stabilization project was finished, there was a party on the Firs Field ‐ our
village green (for people who live here, it very much feels like our recreation ground; and was our
1

celebration. Of course, we all bore the concern and inconvenience of the stabilization project, with the
kids' play area being reduced dramatically and a major industrial site set up on almost half of the field),
and a tribute was offered in memory of Harry Patch, the last surviving combat soldier from any country,
who fought in the First World War. We in Combe Down have a Heritage Society and are fiercely proud of
our communal identity as 'Combe Downers'. Every November, there's a gathering and tribute offered ‐
naturally ‐ by our cenotaph on Firs Field. I wonder how many of the soldiers named on that monument
lived in the area that's threatened with being relegated to some impersonal ward of 'Claverton'? They
fought to defend their country, their village life and family in Combe Down, yet the homes they lived in
would no long be part of the village if the current scheme were to be allowed to go ahead. To me, it's as
bizarre as the suggestion of chopping up, say, the village of Hampstead in London. Surely no one would
ever suggest something like that?
I understand the Boundary Commission have an ethos that understands and wants to protect a
population's sense of where they live? It's about representation, of course, not just the sense of where
you live. There is a concern that the closer one lives to Bath University ‐ which is, of course, in Claverton
Down ‐ the more university concerns would dominate the agenda. We are very happy with Cherry Beath
and Bob Goodman representing us here, and are very much afraid that, were the proposed changes to go
through, we'd end up with a ward councillor from Claverton who doesn't really understand Combe Down.
My neighbours and I attended the village meeting in our Combe Down Scout Hut the other evening, and it
was packed to the seams ‐ there were over 100 people there, who had come at very short notice in order
to try to understand what was being proposed; why; who to contact in order to ask about it, and
who to explain our perplexity and concerns to. We all knew a lot of others who would have come if they
hadn't been busy. I realised as I walked in that I knew almost every face, where those people live and a
little about them and often their families too, and I realised afresh that an unspoken sense of joint identity
‐ which can't be quantified, but is a potent force ‐ ties us together as a homogeneous group. This is the
essence of what community means.
We are depending on the fact you're going to be able to reassure us that the Boundary Commission has
reconsidered and you will agree to settle, at least ‐ if, indeed, the boundaries have to change ‐ on drawing
the line, say, down the east side of Shaft Road, leaving our historic village intact and preserving the
integrity of Combe Down Village within the Combe Down Ward.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Christopher Head

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a resident of the Bear Flat area of Bath since 1989 I am writing to urge that the
integrity of the Bear Flat is maintained through the proposed boundary changes. With its
many shops, pub, cafe and other eateries the Bear Flat is a shopping, social and driving
destination, and a focal point for bus and walking routes into the city and on to other
areas. Everyone knows the the white polar bear above the Bear Pub on the Bear Flat, it's
a well-known local landmark. Alexandra Park, the Bloomfield Open Space and allotments,
the tennis courts on Bloomfield Avenue, the Church Hall in Bruton Avenue and Beechen
Cliff school for all kinds of meetings and classes are also well used local amenities for all
ages. My family and I have had enormous use and pleasure from these places over the
years and think we are fortunate indeed to have such a great area to live in. It makes
no sense to divide the Bear Flat area up between wards. It would be detrimental to the
spirit of the Bear Flat to have the representation of this homogeneous and very lively
area split across two (or more) wards. I appreciate the need to achieve a balance of
representation across BANES but would urge that a larger two-councillor ward which
allows the Bear Flat to be represented as a whole would be the best way forward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

liz hearn

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Firstly and angrily - Can I have my ward back please!? How can I comment on the new
Boundary for Westmoreland ward when you seem to have taken the comments from one
resident in Oldfield Park ward and "abolished" it. This community is has it's own identity
characterised by 'diversity' and 'transition'. It's not Oldfield park, and it's not Twerton and
it's not Southdown. It's unique position in the city and the diverse issues from it's
residents have been wonderfully served by two independent councillors. I cannot stop
thinking the redrawn boundaries have been politically motivated. It clearly has nothing to
do with the number of wards as a new ward Moorlands has been created not too far
away. On the assumption We don't get our ward back I will comment on the proposed
ward I would be in - Oldfield Park. This is the ONLY three councillor ward proposed
across the whole of Bathnes. This makes no sense! As a resident I believe I will be
poorly served by three over stretched councillors, spread over a wide area and including
three times as many residents as before. I am very concerned that simply attracting the
attention of the councillor to a problem will become increasingly difficult / impossible.
This is especially so if the councillor has any kind of employment and responsibility
beyond being a councillor. Three people doing the job badly is worse than two doing it
well within the time and personal commitment levels of existing councillors. If the
councillors were from the same party I can see how the work may be divided up between
them - but this is far from guaranteed and I believe the boundary commission should be
splitting up the work better with new boundaries. I am not convinced by the predicted
numbers within the old wards that two significant new developments being built have
been included in the figures. The old Bath Press site and the Roseberry place sites will
both add a whole heap more people to the proposed Oldfield Park ward in addition to the
numbers already predicted for the Riverside development. I think this is shortsighted - as
soon as the new ward lines are drawn they will already be ineffectively served by the
proposed three councillors for proposed Oldfield Park, making an impossible job even
more difficult. I cannot help but notice the lines have been drawn to separate different
types of housing, with houses that were social housing being grouped together and more
typically owner occupiers together. This is evident by Loxton & Priddy moving to Twerton
and the creation of Moorlands. One of the attractive parts of the Westmoreland ward was
it's diversity, including social housing, student PBSR's commercial Lower Bristol Road and
privately owned permanent residents. It just seems a bit socially divding. The proposed
Oldfield Park ward has lost two of the local playing fields - being left with Shaftsbury Ave
memorial park and the wee playground outside Oldfield Park Infants school. No where to
kick a football. I believe that the Brickfields fields and playground should be included in a
ward filled with terraces and flats. So the boundary should be Landsdown View, Lymore
Ave and Claude Ave, so that Brickfields can be serviced and served by the community
that uses it. I have no doubt that people west of Brickfields in Proposed Southdown ward
would use it too -but Southdown also has Roundhill and other green spaces. It also gives
proposed Oldfield Park it's breathing space and green lungs. Of course Brickfields does
not stop existing just because a boundary line has been moved - but in a sense of
community and space their should also be a sense of responsibility and ownership - 'this
is our place'. The boundary proposed should be moved to reflect that. I believe it would
be better to include the areas currently served by Westmoreland and the proposed

Oldfield park and proposed Moorlands wards and split them into two, two councillor
wards. Maybe call the two new wards, West Oldfield Park (or Westmoreland) and East
Oldfield Park. This would reflect a wider sense of Oldfield Park as a community, split the
work up into more reasonable work loads for councillors and take into account the new
numbers on the two new developments. You could for instance split at Brougham Hayes,
Livingstone Road, Herbert Road and St Kildas. You are the experts with the numbers. I
also think while I am here - that the consultation process already completed was too
complex for most to consider all the information to provide a response. I certainly had no
idea how to go about proposing drawing new boundaries for the whole of Bathnes.
However, had I know you planned to 'Abolish' my ward I would have had a lot to say
about that. Indeed I believe this part of your consultation process is very hard to
complete by most residents. In particular this consultation process is entirely beyond our
older residents - all of whom have an opinion, but none of whom have access to a
computer - let alone navigate the information on this website. I feel the "consultation" is
paying lip service to the communities it affects. There has been no notification through
our letterboxes that is accessibly written to inform residents of these proposals and how
it might affect them in the future. You will always have a poor result to a badly executed
plan. This has come to typify the way our Council is being run of recent years.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SIAN HENDRA
18 February 2018 14:10
Owen, David
Plans to divide Combe Down

Dear David,
I am writing to express my concern about the plans to divide the historical Combe Down through the middle. Firstly, I
was horrified at how little obvious communication there has been about this in the initial stages and secondly, I would
like to register my disapproval of the plans.
Combe Down has been, in its entirety, an important part of Bath's history and its division at this stage only seems to
be based on convenient positioning of new wards to incorporate the new Mulberry Park estate. I think this is a wrong
decision. I live in the house in Combe Down that was previously lived in by the miner who looked after the pit ponies
from the stone mines.Our garage, dining room and kitchen were the stables. It was these pit ponies that pulled the
mined stone that built much of Bath. It seems ludicrous that our house would now be part of the Claverton Ward
under the proposed plans.
Please reconsider the decision.
Best regards,
Sian Hendra
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Jill Herrett

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Very concerned about proposed to change Ward Boundaries for 2019, particularly
proposal to have 3 Councillors for Oldfield Park - the ONLY one in B&NES - which is
impracticable and unsatisfactory - and including City areas - with no community identity
with the city side of the proposed new ward. Suggest the City has its own 1 Councillor
and there is a maximum of 2 Councillors for the remaining Ward. Being based in West
Avenue for a number of years, suggest the ward for this area is called "Oldfield Park
West" and there is an "Oldfield Park East" with a separate City ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Christop her Heward

Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Join Lansdown

Annotation 2:

Join Larkhall

Annotation 3:

Join Kingsmead

Annotation 4:

Join Abbey

Annotation 5:

Bear Flat area should be in one ward

Annotation 6:

Move to Odd Down

Annotation 7:

Move to Combe Down

Annotation 8:

Move to Widcombe and Lyncombe

Annotation 9:

Move into Odd Down

Annotation

Move into Lansdown

10:

Comment text:
As the member of the public that proposed three-councillor wards, I have since seen feedback online suggesting that were such wards to be split between three
parties/independents, this would then cause each councillor to have a very large area to cover. Also, as the draft proposals only have one three-member ward, it
therefore seems to be an unlikely final outcome. As a result, I would instead focus on ensuring that most wards are two-member wards rather than one member
wards, as, for example, it allows for a more accurate reflection of electors' views at the ballot box. It is also what people in Bath have had for many years. I would
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Mrs Jane Hildreth

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It appears that I will become part of Claverton with these boundary moves, and I do not
want this, I want to remain as part of Combe Down.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Hill
19 February 2018 06:17
Owen, David
Proposed Combe Down boundary change

I wish to register my objection to the proposed change to the ward of Combe Down, Bath.
Combe Down village has a distinct and long established identity as a village on the edge of Bath and to carve it up
along the suggested line to the east of Tyning Road makes no sense. A more acceptable boundary would be east of
Shaft Road.
The proposed change to remove Perry mead from Widcombe to Combe Down is also unacceptable. It is a mile away
and residents are much more a part of Widcombe.
Please do not allow the proposed changes to go ahead.
Kind regards
Margaret Hill
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Hill

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The present ward boundaries for Combe Down stretch from Midford Road in the West to
Brassknocker Hill in the East and from Pope's Walk in the North to Beeach Wood in the
South. This much more closely represents the area of Combe Down in historical terms
than the draft proposals which removes everything to the East of Tyning Road. The
reasons that I suggest this may be found on my website Prior to Now, Over 250 Years on
Combe Down to be found at https://www.combedown.org/ There you will see a map of
the 'Combe Down' area that I use to define the homes, buildings and organisations to
research. This map is not a whim. It is based on research using parish boundaries,
census districts, historical reports and maps of Combe Down which was originally a part
of Monkton Combe and Lyncombe / Widcombe. Combe Down developed because of the
increase in the quarrying of Bath freestone initiated by Ralph Allen from about 1726 and
the settlement that he started. That development is much more closely represented in the
present ward boundaries. Having said that, I recognise that the world changes and
understand that the aim of an electoral review is to: Deliver electoral equality for voters;
Establish electoral areas (wards or divisions) for local authorities that reflect, as far as
possible, community identities in that area; Promote effective and convenient local
government. To achieve all of these aims is difficult but I would suggest that placing a
boundary at Tyning Road, which is and always has been an integral part of Combe Down
village does little to achieve electoral equality but does cut right across the community
identity. A boundary that would more effectively achieve both objectives would run East
of Shaft Road possibly at the entry to Combe Grove Manor on Claverton Down Road.

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Tracey Hill

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: resident

Comment text:
I am writing to object to the proposed division of the current Lambridge ward into two
separate areas, Walcot and 'Larkhall'. The proposed changes are supposed to reflect
community identity but this division splits a cohesive and meaningful community into two.
Indeed, the existing area of Larkhall is probably the most integral community in Bath, as
the annual Larkhall Festival, the nascent 'Xmas Larks' event, and the local football club
Larkhall Athletic all demonstrate. People across the proposed border are involved in such
community activities, they use the much-valued local shops, they associate socially in
Larkhall pubs and cafes. We all know and look out for each other, and we see ourselves
as 'Larkhallians'. As a long-standing resident of Larkhall of 25 years I can testify to how
much of a unified and supportive community its residents feel it to be. Drawing ward
boundaries to exclude such central Larkhall entities as St Saviour's church from 'Larkhall'
is preposterous. My home is only yards from the very centre of the village, as
emblematised by the Larkhall shops, but under the proposed boundary changes, my
house and those of my immediate neighbours in the same row of houses, would be
excised from 'Larkhall' and moved into Walcot. In addition, Larkhall is a populous and
active community which requires two counsellors, not one, to deal with pressing issues
such as transport, traffic and local amenities.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Joel Hirst

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Dear Boundary Commission There were a few points I would like to propose for Odd Down Ward 1. The ward should extended on the SouthEast corner of the
ward to include St Martins School, Sainsburys Odd Down and Three Ways School - so the boundary should run up to but exclude Old Frome Road and then run
along Frome Road. People associate all of these sites as Odd Down 2. On The North West Corner of the ward It makes no sense to exclude Rowacres, the end
of Marsden Road and Sabin Close - all of this should Included Into Odd Down and the boundary should run straight along Engllshcombe Lane to the boundary
with the new Moorlands ward at Kingsway. The pople in this area would all want to be in the same ward and identify themselves as living in the Kingsway
estate. 3. The boundary on the North edge near Stirtingale Farm - should run tighter to the Farm building there is potential development happening on the
sinks with access via Engllshcombe Lane - It makes no sense for people In this area to be called Odd Down when they have through one ward to actually
access Odd Down - this land should do Into the Moorlands Ward

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Alan HOBSON

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

I am concerned the proposals will split the established community of Combe Down. The proposed boundary down the drung at the top of Prior Park Road is
inappropriate and will form a barrier in what should be the centre of the community. A more logical approach would be to move the Eastern boundary to Ralph
Allen School and If necessary adjust the Western boundary by omitting the Hansford Square area.
Uploaded Documents:

None Uploaded
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elaine Hodges
14 February 2018 12:51
Owen, David
Objection to proposed boundary changes to Combe Down

Dear Mr Owen,
I would like to make my concerns known to the proposed boundary changes to Combe Down
Village. As a resident who will be affected by these changes I want to make my objects clear.
1. Village identity is very important to me. We went through a lot during the fight to get our
houses underpinned and filled with appropriate material over the mines. My house was devalued
and when I tried to sell the buyers were refused insurance.
2. As an active member of the Parish church my links with St Andrew’s Fox Hill and Holy Trinity
unite the community and village. The proposed boundary in the middle of the drung separates us.
I don’t want a councillor representing the other half of the village who knows little about whole
village issues. Facilities like Doctors, Dentists, schools, chemist, shops, community hall, eateries,
garage, park, pubs offer the village a thriving place to bring up families and to grow old in.
Please consider moving the boundary to respect the historic development of the ‘village’ of Combe
Down and represents the established community.
I object to the proposed boundary between Combe Down and the new Claverton Ward that would
run along the Long Drung.
I welcome the inclusion of Mulberry Park (former MOD Foxhill) in Combe Down,
I reject the addition of Perrymead as it has no links to Combe Down.
Hansford Square can be considered part of Combe Down but St Martins hospital and Frome Road
are more closely linked to Odd Down.
Yours sincerely
Elaine Hodges
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joanna Hole
09 February 2018 12:18
reviews
Commenting on proposedBoundary Changes

I do not see how to enter comments on your site with out a password, so please see my
comments below:
Dear Sirs
I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset living in Combe Down but with strong
links to Widcombe, having lived there previously for 25 years & having my social centre of gravity
there.
I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of Bath. I feel that the
proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area are not satisfactory and do not meet the stated
aims of the LGBC, other than in respect of voter equality. The draft proposals result in the strong,
vibrant and connected community of Widcombe being split across five wards for local council
representation. This would greatly complicate communications and community engagement on
local issues, eroding the efficient working of our local government.
In the Combe Down area area we feel very much part of the wider Widcombe community yet
these proposals move them to another, disconnected, ward. We have strong social, transport and
amenity links to Widcombe and this is our community. We believe that they should be included in
an extended Widcombe & Lyncombe ward. We believe wards can be designed to still achieve the
equality of voters objective whilst better reflecting local community.
I believe the ward proposals should be reconsidered to better reflect our strong local community
and achieve consistency of local representation with predominately two councillor wards ( for
example by combining Widcombe & Lyncombe).
I am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve the stated
aims for ward design, including electoral equality, and commend these proposals to you.
Yours faithfully
Joanna Hole
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Susan Holland

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
RE LAMBRIDGE/LARKHALL BOUNDARY CHANGES I write to strongly object to the above prop osed boundary changes and the fact that a proper consultation appears not
to have taken p lace; somewhat evidenced by the fact that so few local p eop le knew about the changes. The prop osals would split what is a very vibrant, strong,
community. The Idea of moving St. Saviours church, a key p art of the community, Is partlcularly Ill thought out and Indicates that such changes have not taken Into
account the LGBC's own remit to retain communities, their Identities and Interests The boundary changes would reduce local Councillors from 2 to 1 only: a poor outcome
for the needs of such a community with its strong, diverse demographic. Since moving to Larkhall in 2013 I have thoroughly enjoyed being p art of a very special
community: the schools are excellent and we have distinctive, thriving local shops, including a post office, p harmacy and fringe theatre. The New Orlel Hall provides all
sorts of classes and events for all members of the local community. We also a Local History Society, Larkhall Festlval and the very active Transition Larkhall whose efforts
lncludlng opening a community garden In the much loved Allee Park. In short, the ward of Lambridge has evolved into a much p rized, inclusive community; something
lacking in so many p arts of the UK 'Being part of something bigger than yourself' is why the Identity of Larkhall is of great importance to local peop le; the current ward
of Lambridge should be retained along with its two Councillors in order that true democracy is preserved.

Uploaded Documents:
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephanie Hollis
17 February 2018 20:24
reviews
LBGC

I live in Larkhall
Splitting up this ward would not be good for people who live here, albeit convenient for "BANES".
It will split up this lively, mixed community and I believe it would be insensitive and irresponsible.
Stephanie Hollis
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Ian Holton

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Lambridge should stay Lambridge you are cutting the area and Walcot will be expanded
to a new 'border'. Not fair for this great community they need to be represented. The
best community i have lived in and this will make a mockery of that.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Michael Howard-Kyan

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
These proposals ignore the history of our most interesting village and aim to divide our
community almost along colonial lines arbitrarily drawn up. The Combe Down Heritage
Society has put in an objection to the proposals which I as a villager of some 60 years
standing wholeheartedly endorse. Harry Patch was not a Claverton Downer but he was a
Combe Downer and would be spinning in his grave were he to know that his half of the
village was to be moved to Claverton Down ! Finally this new ward, were it to go ahead
would by force of demographics deny us villagers any measure of say in our affairs as
the University and its needs would always take precedence. All in all this is a very bad
idea. Michael and Patricia Howard - Kyan

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Patricia Howard Kyan

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The proposal for a Claverton Ward boundary across Combe Down’s ‘old village’. It is quite
clear that the proposal for a boundary through the old village of Combe Down along the
Long Drung is untenable. The physical links, facilities and above all the community links
demonstrate that the whole of the old village has a strong identity as ‘Combe Down’. The
recent controversy over the possible loss of Combe Down Allotments at the end of Church
Road illustrates how anomalous the proposal is. Under the proposal the Allotments would
be in Claverton Ward, yet most of the affected electorate would be in Combe Down. This
proposed change is rejected with the suggestion that the boundary between Claverton
and Combe Down Wards should be to the east of Shaft Road.This village is a strong and
tightly knit community, who have no desire to be broken up. I would respectfully ask that
the commission reconsider the current proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruthie Howard
30 January 2018 12:17
reviews
boundary changes

Dear LGBC,
I am writing to protest the proposed changes to ward boundaries in Lambridge/Larkhall
and Bathavon North, Bath, and to the cutting of the number of councillors to represent us.
These proposals would be seriously detrimental to local democracy and to the local
community.
Councillors' workloads are increasing as a result of social media and email communication:
to reduce their numbers would be an attack on the link between constituents and their
representatives and on councillors' ability to represent us.
The present Larkhall ward coincides with the cultural, historical and geographical identity
of the neighbourhood. The integrity of the local community would be shattered by the
proposed changes.
The Oriel Community Hall is extraordinarily busy and successful; it serves the local
community, providing exercise, social and educational activities for all age groups and
diverse interest groups in the existing Larkhall ward.
The same applies to the commercial outlets in Larkhall, which serve the local area and act
as a hub where neighbours cross paths and interact: this is the very essence of community
identity, well‐being and cohesion. Walcot has it's own hub of commercial outlets, with a
very different character. Walcot residents do not use the Larkhall shops and services.
Local Residents' Association, such as the Jesse Hughes Court RA, identify with Larkhall &
Fairfield Park. The latter holds it's meetings in a Larkhall pub that is within walking distance.
Walcot is too far to have any relevance for such community groups.
Likewise Alice Park, which is a natural asset for the community, that draws on volunteers
from the existing Larkhall ward. Also the annual Larkhall Festival, organised and run by
volunteers from within the local community. Neither of these attract volunteers from the
Walcot area: it is too far.
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The proposed new ward ignores the distance between Larkhall/Fairfield Park and
the Walcot area. Walcot is a neighbourhood in it's own right, with it's own community and
with a completely different identity and culture. It adjoins the centre of the city: it has a
much more urban character, describes itself as the artizan quarter, attracts and caters for
tourists. Larkhall, in contrast, retains it's original village character from previous
generations.
To consider making the present Larkhall/Fairfield ward part of a new Walcot ward, defies
all logic and common sense.
As a retired Community Development Officer, I understand the destructive impact the
proposed changes would have on the existing community identity, links and cohesion.
Therefore, I object in the strongest terms possible.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ALISON HOYLAND
18 February 2018 18:30
reviews
Lambridge ward to be replaced with Larkhall ward, B&NES.

I was dismayed to see the proposed boundary changes for the Lambridge/Larkhall ward. A significant corner of
Larkhall has been cut off and will become part of Walcot ward, this despite the fact that St Saviours, the parish
church of Larkhall is in that corner. St Saviours church is a big part of the Larkhall community which hosts groups and
events throughout the year.
Larkhall is a vibrant, busy community with St Saviours, three schools, New Oriel Hall, a theatre, pubs and many
shops at it's heart. It could well be too heavy a work load for one councillor. The older end of Bailbrook Lane (the
west) has always been aligned with Larkhall, not Batheaston, but will be in the Bathavon ward under these
proposals.
Likewise the residents of Fairfield Park (which will join Walcot ward under these proposals), are far more a part of
the Larkhall community than Walcot, there is so much more here for daily life, and I know many are involved with
activities and events in Larkhall.
Such an active wider community should remain as a larger, two councillor ward ‐ far more efficient (and logical) than
what is proposed.
I very much hope you will reconsider the wider community and not carve up this exceptional area. Perhaps
Lambridge/Larkhall could be extended a little if it's a matter of numbers to keep our two councillor status.............
Alison Hoyland.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Jarvis Humby

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Private hoseholder

Comment text:
I write in reference to the proposed changes to Ward boundaries as set out in the Local
Government Boundary Commission review of Bath and North East Somerset boundaries
2018. I refer to the proposed change to the eastern boundary between the Combe Down
and Claverton Down Wards, in particular to the south of North Road where the boundary
directly impacts on Combe Down village dwellings. I wish to object in the strongest terms
to this proposed change. The proposed change to the eastern boundary of Combe Down
would bisect the village and therefore place a significant area of the village and its
residents into a neighbouring Ward. Combe Down is a well defined, compact and cohesive
village in both social and geographic terms. The village is proud of a long and well
documented history and now enjoys a strong sense of community and identity. To place
the eastern boundary as proposed would alienate a significant area of the village and its
residents from the cohesiveness currently enjoyed by the village as a whole. These
residents would no longer have any platform to contribute to democratic debate about the
future provision of local services such as health care, education, transport, local
infrastructure etc. Whilst the future provision and availability of such local services would
remain of great importance and relevance to these residents, due to their geographic
location, they would be denied the ability to contribute to any debate about their future
provision. This situation would be totally counter to the stated aims of the Boundary
Review to ‘....ensure that the pattern of Wards reflects the interests and identities of
local communities ....’. Adoption of the proposed eastern boundary to Combe Down Ward
would go directly against the interests and severely damage the identity of the local
village community. This cannot be right. Within Claverton Down Ward, it is inevitable that
the presence of the Bath University campus will have a considerable influence on any
consideration over the provision and availability of local services. Should a large number
of residents of Combe Down village be included in Claverton Down Ward, their views,
voices and requirements would inevitably be lost in any such debate as Claverton Down
Ward would inevitably take a University-centric view of the provision of such local
services. The requirements and aspirations of these Combe Down village residents would
essentially be lost if placed within the Claverton Down Ward. Might I suggest that the
boundary I refer to be moved eastwards, say, to Shaft Road? In this way the integrity
and identity of Combe Down village would be more completely retained. If a ‘trade off’ in
the area or population of Combe Down Ward was required, again might I suggest that a
review of the inclusion of Perrymead within the Combe Down Ward be considered. The
identity of this enclave might well be more suited to be included in the area of the
Widcombe Ward. Jarvis Humby MBE JP 5th February 2018

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Maria Humphries

Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations
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Map Features:

Annotation 2: By no stretch of the imagination is this area Oldfield Park.
Separated by the lower bristol road and mainly consisting of new build - this
should be an area in its own right as it will have many different issues to
Oldfield Park
Annotation 3:

Proposal for Oldfield Park

Annotation 4: Proposal for Southdown
&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;am
Twerton
Annotation 5:

Proposal for Odd down and Moorfields

Annotation 6:

Proposal for Widcombe and Lyncombe combined

Comment text:
The new boundary proposals seem to split up neighbouring areas going against the aim that pattern of wards reflects the interests and
identities of local communities. Accept that my proposal may not meet the aim to have similar numbers. Annotation 2 - new ward of Riverside
Annotation 3 - Oldfield Park - Similar housing with similar issues - predominantly private but with a high level of HMOs. I do not see how
having Coronation avenue in with Moorlands meets your aim to have a "pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local
communities" Annotation 4 - Southdown & Twerton combined - again similar housing stock with much ex council now private owned;
Annotation 5 - combine Odd down and Moorfields - as 4 Annotation 6 - combine Widcombe and Lyncombe - similar communities
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Response to the Local Government Boundary Commission Draft Proposals
for Ward Boundary Changes in Bath and North East Somerset
Lyncombe Ward

I write as a former Chair of the Bear Flat Association, but my comments are made as a resident
of the Poets area of Bear Flat. I would like to make four points.

1. An observation on local engagement – and an opportunity missed
On 18 January 2018, the Bear Flat Association’s Committee discussed the Draft Report.
On the same night it was discussed by FOBRA (Federation of Bath Residents
Associations) and, on the previous night, by the Bath Forum (bringing together
councillors and leaders of community organisations). When we held our public meeting
on 9 February, there were public meetings in at least two other areas. It is wonderful that
so much interest has been shown in local government in Bath in the last few weeks.
How much better it would have been had a city-wide discussion started in July 2017; how
much better if electors had had longer to reflect on their links with local communities,
neighbouring communities and their place within Bath; and how many more and betterevidenced responses would have been received by the October deadline. B&NES could
have encouraged bottom-up debate rather than top-down in the Forum and its
predecessors. As a contributor to our public meeting put it, there are so many dangers
arising from the present climate of political disengagement and an opportunity to reengage has been lost by B&NES’ failure to publicise democratic opportunities for its
residents.
2. Bear Flat – a part of the city, but apart from the city
Lyncombe ward has been drastically reduced in the Draft Proposals. Paragraph 44
concludes :
“ Our Widcombe ward combines the lower parts of Widcombe Hill and Lyncombe Hill
with the Bear Flat area. “
The Bear Flat area comprises at least both sides of Wellsway and at least LY3. What is
proposed for removal to Widcombe is just the Poets area, and not quite all of that. The
Poets area is separated from Widcombe by 300 feet of Beechen Cliff, which constitutes a
very substantial boundary.
Although there are steep footpaths down the cliff, used by residents and commuters, this
boundary is symbolic as well as actual. The B&NES Placement Plan which feeds into a
Core Plan noted that
“The most characterful of the local centres have evolved from the centres of outlying
villages that became absorbed during the 20th century suburban expansion of the city (eg

Weston, Larkhall and Twerton) or are embedded within the Georgian city (eg Widcombe
Parade). Equally vibrant are Chelsea Road and Bear Flat situated within Victorian
suburban development”.
There is a significant difference, in attitude as well as geography, between Widcombe,
embedded within the Georgian city, and Bear Flat, situated within Victorian suburban
development. What I like best about living in Bear Flat, as well as using local amenities, is
walking in Alexandra Park or along the Beechen Cliff path (Lyncombe’s boundary),
seeing the city below. The views are breathtaking, but I love being away from the city
centre yet knowing I can be down in it, when I want to be, in just a few minutes. Up in
Bear Flat, we like to be a part of Bath yet apart from it.
3. Poor relations with local schools should not be a factor in ward boundaries
In the Draft Proposals, paragraph 50, it states
“ We received representations which argued that the whole of Greenway Lane should be
included in a single ward. Noting the access to Greenway Lane, we propose to include it
in a single-councillor Lyncombe ward.”
The new response from the Widcombe Association states
“ The large secondary Beechen Cliff School bounds houses along much of Greenway
Lane, inevitably with consequent issues arising. Under the draft recommendations,
residents and school would, however, be served by different councillors, greatly
complicating communication and mediation.”
About fifteen years ago, there was a proposal to build houses in a strip of Beechen Cliff
School (BCS) land, known as the Lower Field, at the south-west tip running alongside
the western end of Greenway Lane. Thanks to local councillors and residents, planning
permission was refused. It was at a time when any attempt to sell school playing fields
was a toxic issue. A Greenway Action Group was formed as a single-issue organisation
and Residents Association.
Just over three years ago, I spoke to the Head of BCS, who found it difficult to engage
with several local organisations each with different demands. I suggested termly meetings
with all of them together. He readily agreed, but asked for a Lyncombe councillor as
chair. BCS is keen to engage with the local community, which they regard as Bear Flat.
BCS was about to launch an ambitious development plan and it seemed to me that
informal discussions before the planning process began would help the inevitable issues
arising to be approached in a constructive spirit. We held a public meeting for the Head
and governors to explain their plans.
Our issues are, however, quite different. We have good relations with BCS and try to
resolve issues, such as those arising from traffic into the rapidly-expanding school,
amicably. Their pupils help with our community events and they offer equipment. We
are pleased that school facilities are available to the community, they find reasons to
complain. I do not think that their failure to engage with BCS, which has much to do
with the message and the manner in which it is delivered, has any relevance to boundary
changes.

4. The importance of local centres
The map below is taken from the B&NES Placement Plan, referred to above, and shows
how local centres are distributed around Bath.

Out of the city centre, they are evenly distributed except for the east and south-east.
These local centres can be a kind of anchor for a ward, offering a range of amenities that
can pull a community together.
I think it is important that they are shared out between wards, as far as possible. Thus
Bear Flat might combine with Oldfield, for example, to form a larger ward, but not
encroach upon the catchment area of Moorland Road, one of the larger local centres.
The current Lyncombe ward has Wellsway as a spine but does not encroach on the local
centres at Bradford Road or Combe Down.
One reason not to combine a Lyncombe ward with the Poets still included with a
Widcombe ward (enlarged to make up electors since the Poets accounts for 50% of the
proposed single-councillor ward) is that two local centres are included.
Clyde Hunter

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

carmen huttel

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in Midford Road and have always considered I live in Combe Down, so I am really
pleased with the proposal
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